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Theatre arld Dream-Vision: Venice, Dickens, and the Modem

CueprBRNrNBrsBN
THBATRB eNo DRBAM-VISIoN:
VENICE, DICKENS, AND THE MoDERN CITY

MURRAY BEUUCERTEN

The chapter on Venice in Pictures from ltal) entitled "An ltalian Dream"
departs from the descriptive habits of the other episodes, in which Dickens
details the jouÌney to and from place or city. Instoad we have a dream-

vision in which the nanator makes the reader his companion on the
journey through a shifting dreamscape. "I had been travelling for some
days; resting vory little in the night, ând never in the day. The rapid and
unbroken succession of novelties that had passed before me, came back
like half-formed dreams; and a crowd of objects wandersd in the greatest
confusion through my mind, as I travelled on by a solitary road" (pl 77).
The first person naüation brings the experience into tho foreground of
consciousness. Objects and places dissolve as they meld into the rhythm of
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Here too the letter to Forster of 12 Novembe¡ 1844 differs from the other
Italian lefters. Again, there is no recourse to ve¡isimilar description but
rather a sustained comment on the impossibility of describing Venice,
which is figured as a dream-vision, magic lantern, and mysterious
presence. "Nothing in the World that ever you have heard of Venice, is
equal to the magnificent and stupendous reality. The wildest visions of the
Arabian Nights are nothing to rhe piàzza of Saint Mark, and the first
impression of the inside of the church. The gorgeous and wonderful reality
of Venice is beyond the fancy of the wildest dreamer" (Letîers IY 216).
Dickens contrasts hallucinogenic visions, whether induced by drugs or
truth-telling or fictionâl naflatives, to his present experience. "Opium
couldn't build such a place, and enchantment couldn't shadow it forth in a
vision. All that I have heard of it, Ìead of in truth or fiction, fancied of it, is
left thousands of miles behind" (Letters lY 216). Seeing Venice yields a
personâl impact. "You know that I am liable to disappointment in such
things from over-expectation, but Venice is above, beyond, out of all reach
of coming near, the imâgination of a man. It has never been rated high
enough. It is a thing you would shed tea¡s to see" (Letters IV 216). The
sequence
"above, beyond, out of all reach" - ¡eaches for a metaphoric
superlative for Venice. It leads Dickens in this letter to sketch the impact
of arrival notjust once but twice.

-

I came on boald hero last night (after a five miles' row in a gondola;
which somehow or other, I wasn't at all prepared for); when, from seeing
the city lying, one light, upon the distant water, like a ship, I came plashing
through the silent and deserted streets; I felt as if the houses were reality
the water, fever-madness," (LetterslY 216)

When

thejourney.

-

At intervals,

some one amoDg them would stop, as it were, in its restless
flitting to and fro, and enable me to look at it, quite steadily, and behold it
in fulI distinctness, Afte¡ a feu, moments, it would dissolve, like a view in

a magic-lantem; and while I saw some part of it quite plainly, and some
faintly, and some not at all, would show me anoLher of the many places I
had lately seen, linge¡ing behind it, and coming lhrough it. This was no
sooner visible than, in its tum, it melted into somathing else. (p,¡ 77)

Unlike the other episodes in this book, this one does not list places visited,
lodgings and food endured, or encountets with notable and historical
monuments and tour-guides, amateur as well as professional. That is one
of the signals of its significance.
Many of the sections of Pictures from Íaly, we know, grew out of
letters Dickens wrote to friends, especially John Forster, which he then
collected upon his refurn to England, and used as first drafts fo¡ his book.

And here is the second arrival, which reinforces the superlative mood

with a gesture toward religious imagery: "But when, in the bright, cold,
bracing day, I stood upon the piazza this morning, by Heaven the glory of
the place was insupportable" (Letters IY 216). Dickens does not elaborate
the religious note. Instead, the visual impact

-

moves him

-

Dickens staring at the scene

to engage Venetian history, imagined as subaqueous and

subterranean, and register it âs a personal experience,

And diving down flom that into its wickedness and gloom

-

its awful

prisons, deep below the water; its judgment chambers, s€cret doors, deadly
nooks, where the torches you carry with you blink as if they couldn't bea¡
the air in which the frightful scenes were acted; and coming out again inÍo
the radiant, unsubstantial Magic of the town; and diving in again, into vast
churches, and old tombs. . . (Letteß lV 216)
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Chapter Nineteen

Theat¡e and Dream-Vision: Venice, Dickens, ând [he Modem

The breathless incomplete sentence is a sequence of events and feelings
tha¿ becomes a crescendo. It culminates in an acknowledgment of change,
a conversion almost. Venice has generated "a new sensation, a new
memory." Dickens states the change: "a new mind came upon me. Venice
is a bit of my brain from this rime" (Letters Iy 217). To read these
Venetian letters in tandem with the Venice chaptel in Pictrtres from ltaly
invites us to inteÍogate the d¡eam-work Venice petforms in Dickens's
writing, for it has become a new pathway for his imagination.
The Romantic trope of Venice as a dream vision defines Dickens,s
preliminary evocation of La Serenissima. Both Píctures from ltaly a\d the
letters he wrote during his visit, which formed the materials for his book,
ale shaped by this conventional expectation. But rather than Dickens
manipulating this tTope of the dream of Venice, both le[ters and completed
chapter reveal that Venice assaultq and invades Dickens's imagination. As
Tore Rem notes, "Venice made an impression on Dickens beyond
anything else he had experienced. The man who controlled everything in

such confident imaginative ways with

his pen had to admit',

his

âmâzement, which is registered throughout his letter to Forster (Rem 148).

Rem calls our attention to how Venice elicits superlatives from Dickens
and then adds to the citation from Dickens's letter. He notes how Venice
enteß into Dickens's imagination: "But the reality itself, beyond all pen or
pencil. I never saw the thing befors that I should be afraid to descdbe. But
to tell what Venice is, I feel to be an impossibility" (LettersIY 2I7).
Dramatising his traveller's role as explorer and reco¡der of new wo¡lds,
Dickens yet acknowledges his inadequacy to Forstor.
And hcre I sit alone, writing it: with nothing to urge me on, or goad me to
that sstimate, which, speaking of it fo aryone I loved, and being spoken to
in retuln, would lead me to fo¡m, In the sober solifude of a famous inni
with the great bell of Saint Mark ringing twelve at my elbow; with three
arched windows in my room (two stolies high) looking down upon the
Grand Canâl ând away, beyond, to where the sun went down to-night in a
blaze; and thinking over again those silent speaking faces of Titian and
Tintoretto; I swea( (uncoolsd by any humbug I have seer) that Venice is
tl¡¿ wonder and the new sensation of the wo¡ld! If you could be set down in
it, never having heard ofit, it would still be so. (Iætters lY 211-18\

I{e brings Forster into the situation he is constructing: "With your foot
upon its stonss, its pictutes before you, and its history in your mind, it is
something past all writing of or speaking of - almosr past all thinking ol
You couldn't talk to me in this room, nor I to you, without shaking hands
and saying 'Good God my dear fellow, have we lived ro see this!"'(¿er¿rs
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IV 217-18). Before Venice, words spoken and wrirten fail Dickens. Even
his thinking is overwhelmed by his experience of Venice. Addressing
Forster in his letter, Dickens expresses his awe at the magnificence of
Venice, which is "past all writing or speaking of - âlmosr past all thinking
of' (Letters IY 2I8).
Venice, Dickens insists, is nÒt only beyond his powers of description
but an "impossibility." Wete Dickens a religiÒus rhinku he might have
accounted for his response at the impossibility of describing Venice by
invoking transcendence, and he does edge in that direction when he says
that "by Heaven, the glory of the place was insupportable" (Letters IY
216). However, neither in the letters nor in the Venice chaptet in Pictures
from ltaly does he invoke a mightier, more-than-human power. How then
to make sense of the palpable aïve he feels? lVhat then I am led to ask does
this "impossibility" mean for Dickens and his writing, both of them
insistently grounded in this world, Note that Pictures Írom ltalr, especially
the Venice chapter, is a turning point in Dickens's exploration of modern
urban expelience. Considering his response in context of his other wdting
I am led to suggest that in Dickens's work Venice becomes a hope for the
vision of the indescribable and awesome modern city, which figures so
prominently in his later fiction.

Synecdoche and Trope: Venice and the Modern City

of verisimilar description, Dickens will turn to other rhetorical
of negation - think of rhe opening sequence of
Our Mutual Friend - to evoke the mysteries of the modern city, As he
called on Forster to imagine Venice with him, so too Dickens will engage
Instead

sffategies including that

the reader in the effort to imagine the modern city as a dream-experience.
This city is a dream-vision, a palimpsest of the imagination, where actions,
events, and experienceS are at once sequential and simultaneously present,
evident even as they are invisible.

To call the city invisible is to conjure up Italo Calvino's novel,
Invisible Cities, and serves also to situate Dickens's representâtional
evasion of Venice in â literary history whose parameters are dehned at one
pole by the realist, anthropologicâl tradition exemplified by William Dean

Howells's Venetian Life, for example, and at the other by Calvino's
synecdoche. Like Marco Polo, who in Calvino's novel admits that cvery
city he has been describing is actually Venice, though he has not nâmed
her, so too Dickens. In fact Dickens delays naming Venice in his account.
He ends this sustâined dream-vision with its name: "I have many and
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chapter Nineteen

many a time, thought since, of this strange Dream upon the water: half_
wondering if it lie there yer, and if irs narne be VENICE ' (pI 85).
Dickens encounters the same urban mystery in his Venice letters, hjs
Italian havel book, and his fiction. Together ¿he three accounts indicate
something of the range of his linguistic and literary register, as they range
f¡om second person address, first person setf-d¡amàtisation, anã third
pelson naration. They are ways of defining the pathway of this new
imaginative possibility. How ironic that Dickens finds but ; brief citation
in Tony Tanner's wide-ranging sÍ:udy Venice Desired,, and then only ro
indicate that it is only London which Dickens has made his own urban
realm,

Venice as synecdoche, trope, and dream-vision has become ,,a bit of
my brain" - that is, a pathway for Dickens's and the reader's imagination.
La Serenissima has come to infringe upon and color his cenaal fictional
subject, When Dickens designates the London streets as a ,,Venetian

mystery" in Our Mutual Friend (OMF III ch,x) he transubstanriâtes the
materiality of London inro the realities of myth. Dickens has added a
psychic dimension to the physicâl and geographical reality of the modern
city.
The over-detelmined hgure of Venice, it is evident from a close
reading of this chapter of Pictures frorn ftaly, shapes central aspects of
Dickens's urban writing. As dream-work, Venice aÀks us to aüe;d to the
over-determination and condensatiot implicit in a poetic and mythic
representâtion, as we scrutinise the dramatic stxucture of his chapter in
Pícture from ltqly. A similar experience and narrative strategy as we have
seen is anticipated in his letter to Forster of 1844.
For Venice dissolves before his eyes, Dickens tells Forster and the

reade¡ of this chapter in Pictures from ItøIy, líke,,a view in a magic_
lantern" (Thomas 39). The comparison to the magic-lantern view indiÇates
the proto-cinematic power of Venice, which generates images and moving
pictures in and fo¡ the imagination. The evocation of thè rnagicJantern
reminds us how much Dickens was fascinated by it, and how often he
evokes its technological wondcrs and those of the diorama and panorama.
As Dickens approaches Venice, he dramatises the travellãr's d¡eam_
experience. He compares his experience to the magiclanlern-show. The
dissolving views of this technology become an implicit analogy in his
urban representâtions. A year latsr he wlote f¡om Lausannì, while
composing Dombey and Sotr., that he could not func¿iolì for long in quiet
seclusion, but needed the constant procession of scenes in f¡ont of Ítim:
'the toil and labour of witing, day after day, without that magic lantern, is
IMMENSE" (Letters IY 612-13). His description of the visual power of

Theatre and Drcam-Vision; Venice, Dickens, and the Modem
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London's stleets now depends on the reference to the magic lantern. It is
worth noting for analytic purposes that the magic lantern image divides
panorâmic scenes inro foreground, middle-ground, and background, and
thereby projects a three-dimensional image. Like the stereoscope, the
magic lantern projection brought the illusion of three-dimensionality - of
verisimilar experience - into the Victorian parlour ând made it a feature of
the representational imaginâtion. This magic lantern image becomes a
talisman of his witing. By its means Dickens takes the Wordsworthian
mingling of perception and imagination, commented on by Kate Flint in
her introduction to the Penguin Classics edition of Pictures lrom ltd.ly (pI
xiii) into a new register.

Venice and the Psychic Geography of Dickens's City
In his letter to Forster Dickens insists that Venice is a previously unknown
sensation for him, which has generated a new unde¡standing that is now a
perinanent feature of his consciousness. Venice has overwhelrned his
descriptive powers and transformed them. Throughout his letter to Forster
Dickens refers to the difficulty of picturing Venice with "Crayon, Pen and
Pencil" (Letters IV 217). In the novels that come afte¡ 1846, when
Pictures from ltaly was published, Dickens puts thesc images into motion,
into an extended convorsation, The external images he encounters during
his visit - the imâges generated by his being there in the actual Venice
now have become psychic phenomena. This new path\ray of Dickens's
imagination will carry him into rhe powerful explorations of the psychic
geography of the novels that come after. In them the city functions as a
psychological geography.

-

Some of Dickens's most famous London scenes reverberate with a
Venetian subtext. I cannot in this brief essay elabo¡ate the evidencc; an
example will have to suffice. Consider the labyrinthine chase on which
Eugene Wrayburn leads Bradley Headstone in Our Mutual Fríend.
'"Then soberly and ptainly, Mortimer, I goad the schoolmaster to
madness,,, I do it thus: I stroll out after dark, stroll a ljttle way, look in at a
window, and fu¡tively look out for the schoolmaster, Sooner or late¡, I
perceive the schoolmaster on the watch; sometimes accompanied by his
hopeful pupil; oftener, pupil-less." (OMF III ch,x)

Sexual rivalry and class contempt âre bundled into this urban cat and
mouse game,

250

Chapter Nineteer

"Having made sure of his watching me, I tempt him on, all over London.
One night I go east, another night nolth, in a few nights I go all lound che

compass, Sometimes J walk; sometimes I proceed in cabs, draining the
pocket of the schoolmaster who then foltows in cabs. I study and get up
abstruse No Thoroughfares in the course of the day," (OM¡'IU ch, x)

In this narrative account Eugene articulates his identity as Byronic hero for
Mortimer, as he defines Bradley's. Plot. becomes h.ope as Venice enters
the picturel

"With Venetian myste¡y I seek those No Thoroughfares at night, glide into
them by means of da¡k courts, temp! the schoolmaster to follow, tu¡n
suddenly, and catch him before he can retleat, Then we face one another,
and I pass him as unaware of his existence, and he unde¡goes grinding
lormcnts." (OMF lfI ch.x)

The dramatisation of character and motivalion we see in this passage of
Our Mutual Friend is vintage Dickens. It puts the images into
conversation - and the sign No Thoroughfares functions as a calligtaphic
figure - a figural notation of aporia that brings outside impression and
internal motive together into a fused experience - even we might say, an
objective coffelative. Venice now inhabits London as a pathway of the

Theatre and Dream-Vision: Venice, Dickens, and the Modern
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if some people hâd their way" (Letters lV 2i9). The fun
having with this extended metaphor extends to his selfdramatisâtion. This persona defines himself by conÍast, as does Eugcne
wake again,

Dickens

is

versus Bradley. The gentleman and the country have fallen asleep and now
have their being in a dream sequence here that articulates the scene of

urban self-presentation. And he¡e is another self-dramatisation from the
letters, of 20 November 1844 to Lady Blessington: ,,pray say to Count
d'Orsay, everything that is cordial and loving fiom me. His purse has been
of immense service. It has been constantly opened. All Italy seems to
yearn to put its hand in it. When I come back to England I shall have it
hung up, on a nail, as a trophy" (Letters IY 227). We have enrered a
theatrical experience. Dickens, speaking in this letter to his friend, is an
actor, working to drâmatic effect.
And I think of gashing the brim like the blade of an old sword, and saying
to my son and heir, âs they do upon the stage - "you see this notch boy?
Five hundred francs were laid low on that day, for post horses. Whe¡e this
gâp is, a waiter charged me t¡sble the conect amount and got it.,'(¿ett¿Æ
-

rv

227)

Dickens pursucs the declamâtion to a dramatic conclusion.

Dickensian imagination.
"This end, wom into teeth like a fite, is sacred to the Customs Housss, boy
the passports - and the shabby soldiers at town-gates who put an open
hand and a coalcuff into the coach-windows ofall Fofestied. Take it, biy.
Thy father has nothin g else to give," (Letters ly 221)

-

Venice as Visionary Journey and Pilgrimage
This process

*

the nanative magic of the novel - is aheady at work in
haly
in the aheady quoted initial dramatisation of the
Jron
naüator's experiencc with which it begins. Central co ,,An Italian Dream"
* the Venice chapter - is the traveller's report of his experience.
Pictures

sho¡t, I had that incoherent but delightful jumble in my brain, which
travelle¡s are apt to have, and are indolently willing to encourage. Every
shake of the coach in which I sat, half-dozing in the dark, appeared to jerk
some new recollection ou¿ of its place, and to jerk some other new
rccollection into it; and in this state I fell aslenp. (p|77)

In

This dynamic traveller's experience is (self-)dramatised in the letters as
well as Pictures fron ltaly, as il is in Our Mutuql Fricrd. Comprre it to
related letters of the sâme year - this one, for example, to Douglas Jerrold
of 16 Novernbe¡ 1844. "Come! Letter from a Gentleman in ltaly, l.o
Bradbury alìd Evans in London. Letter from a gentleman in a country gone
to sleop, to a gentleman in a counüy that would go to sleep too, ancl never

The travel nanative of the Venice chapt in Pictures Írom ltaly evokes
the traveller's dream-vision, right from the beginning, in the first two
pages of his movement through a dream landscape. Suspended with him in

the dream, the reader encounters a yet recognisable landscape, which
Dickens evokes in an increasingly rcgularised iambic meter.

I

was awakened after some time (as I t¡ought) by the stopping of the
coach, It was now quite night, and we were at the water-side. There lay
here, a black boat, with a litcle house or cabin in it of the same moumful
colour, When I had taken my seat in thís, the boat was paddled, by two
men, towards a great light, lying in the distance on the sea. (pI7g)

A

description of an actual experience dissolves into an experience
dreaming as the magic lantern's proto-cinematic effect is invokãd.

of
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chaplel Nineteen

Theâtre and Dream-Vision: Venice, Dickens, and the Modem

Ever and again, there was a dismal sigh of wind. It ruffled the watel, and
rocked Lhe boat, and sent the dafk clouds flying before the stars, I could not
but think hoìv strange it was, to be floating away at that hoùri leaving the
land behind, and going on, towards rhis lighr upon rhe sea. (p¡78)

The ¡hythm of tides and water-journeying articulate the process of seeing

in this dream.
Ic soon began to bum brighter; and lrom being one light became a cluster
of tapers, twinkling and shining out of the water., as the boat approached

This Venice dream vision is one of the longest dream scenes in all of
Dickens, lasting foÍ more than two pages. It plays changes on tenses,
moving ftom gerund ând future to past and past/present.
Going down upon the margin of the green sea, rolling on before the door,
and filling all the streets, I came upon a place of such surpassing beauty,
and such grandeur, that all the rest was poor and faded, in comparison with
its abso¡bing loveliness, (P,179)

How different from and yet similar to the le[ters: Venice here is derealised and yet simultaneously reconsÍuctcd in the intersubjective space
between na{rator/traveller's sensation and outward realities. It is almost
stream of consciousness. Compare it to the citation quoted earlier from the
letter to Forster.
concludes

descriptive tactics

"An Italian Dream" Dickens again avoids

of the

the

conventional nineteenth century traùellet's

account. Instead, he makes the past come alive in ways that lead the reader
to encounter Shakespeare's Venice. The intersubjective space between

narrator and traveller's internal sensation and outward reality has now
become the reader's experience. The nânator hete functions as a moving
cameta-eye. Thereby Dickens plunges us into a present-tense gerundive
list that will lead to the literary hearr of his Venice.
Floating down nanow lanes, where carpenters, at work wìth plane and
chisel in their shops, tossed the light shaving straight upon the water,
where it lay liko weed, or ebbed away before me in a rangled heap. past
open doors, decayed and rotten ftom long steeping in the \a'et, through
which some scanty patch of vine shone green and bright, making unusual
shadows on the pavement with its trembling leaves, Past quays and
terraces, whgrs women, gracefully veiled, were passing and repassing, and
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where idlers were reclining in the sunshine, on flag-stones and on flights of
steps. Past bridges, where there were idlers too; loitering and looking over,
Below some stone balconies, erected at a giddy height, before the loftiest
windows of the loftiest houses. Past plots of garden, theatres, shrines,
prodigious piles of architecture - Gothic - Saracenic - fancifill with all the
fancies of all times and countries, Past buildings that were high, and low,
and black, and wide, aûd straight, and crooked; mean and grand, cmzy and
strong. (P/83-84)

Sequence has become simultaneous, as an ephemerâl moment turns into
eternal repetition in this âccount.

towa¡ds lhem by a dreâmy kind of t¡ack, marked out upon the soa by posts
and piles. (P/ 78)

As he

City

Venice, Modern City of Attraction of Repulsion
Paradoxical turnings, opposing possibilities, dialectical encoùnters - these
are the building blocks of his urban scene of what Forster called the
"attraction of repulsion" thât so fascinated the young Dickens (Forster I
14). It is a theme echoed throughout Pictures from 1raþ, as Dickens
describes city after Itâliân city with a glorious past now decaying undeÌ
Hapsburg rule yet perhaps stirring to new life. What in this travel account
is often comedic, in the novels swings from the laughter of the comic to
the reader's repulsion at the grim experience of contemporary urban life.

The Venice chapter, however, just touches on this paradoxical and
oxymoronic emotion. The presenfness of the past in Venice functions to
remind the naüator and through him the reader about the ways in which
dream can also become nightmare.

Invoking Shakespeare, the dream vision recâlls the conflicting
emotions that yield to catharsis in his tragedies and that served as models
for Dickens's own ambitious literaÌ.y program.
Twining among a tangled lot of boats and barges, and shooting out at last
into a Crand Canal! There, in the effant fancy of my dream, I saw old
Shylock passing to and fro upon a bridge, all built upon with shops and
humming with the tongues of men; a folm seemed to know for

I

Desdemona's, leaned down through a latticed blind to pluck a flower. And,
in the dream, I thoùght that Shakespeare's spi¡it was abroad upon the water
somewhere: stealing through the city. (pI84)

Evoking Desdemona and Shylock via their Venetian context, Dickens has
a new way of imagining them. Here perhaps is the seed that will grow into
Lizzie Hexam and Riah of Our Mutual Friend - and redo the earlier
novels' images of passive women and predatory Jews. The view offe¡ed
by balconies and lofty windows, the reflection provided by canals, the
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movement of boats and barges on the water_streels of Venice, all these
provide the ffmature for the role-playing and masquerade of
modern

identity.

Venice moves at its own time signature, swinging its admirers through

time into rhe rheare of hisrory. Dan pagis, IJraðli poet of exile

holocaust, [eases oul implicat¡ons in what Dickens glimpsed in Venice.

and

pale greens, blues and sca¡let
In the black \ryaters, bowing

A pillar a golden lion will dozc, he is
The axis alound whorn, wilh many props
Like a stagc the entirc city moves

t:l

civilisation, the Moor, the Jew.

cify famed

as a

Dickens as for pagis is rhe sctf as exile, acccpring
of its
a role plâyed our for a time uJon the
lhearrc of self_presenrarion. Othe o. Desdemoáa,
and

::iï:,

ùnyrocK turn lnto psychological roles we_ getlo play.
They are parhways of
our personal imaginarion like Bradley Headsróne"and
É"g."å våriirn"r,

."

to life out of the pleasure of theatrical enchantmenl
Like Dan Pagis, Dickens has taken us by means of his dream_vision
fiom
the nineteenth ccntury stereotype of Romantic Venice back into the

Venetian mystery,

rhe

",,..Y:l]"1,"" which
:,1Ì1ll:"r rhe idenriry is onty

it

into the dark Venice of

Desdemona, Othello, and Shylock. There we encounter the Other
'Western

and

lt is

,"lt

dramatisarion.

With paper masks.
Tho city lives in the mind's eye.
And the foreign audience,
In (he thrall ofthe scene
Ofa magnificcnr ciry glowing once again,
Huûahs! And from all the balconies
The actors will âcknowledge, witb hands on heart,
And with graceful bow. flourish their caps.
(Pagis "Venicc',)

of

^o*i:\:*'t
culture.
Nevertheless,

demo'acy and also a potice stare known for irr"
,ie". ;iii. ;ri;ü"""",
the city of romantic love and love for sale,
an
À"îrr"pri"*"v
and intesrity in duplicity. Dickens like pagis"r¡"í"à,
takes
i"iå ìt íiåih*r,
",
¡isrory, as he atso suggãrt. tl," *o,"-;piirnìriiJi"r"".
lii:jTt^T:'j::"l]s
rts hope for progrcss via improvcmenr. And rhroushout
:t
i]::* usandfhat
he
remrnds
the môdern city is rhe iite of self_presenrutiãn,

At the top of

Itenaissance world

as Geotg Lukács has noted, Dickens yet

imagines the possibiliry of home. R-epresent"o
tr," flrt ãi:"å""li"g
England perhaps, as rhe ideatism. of Sarnuet pict*ict
"rã"ã'Sl. î"11".,
wriring sugsesrs ir mishr also Ue , porriUt"-ruìu-."-iåi
Ëngroh

-rne rne cnelgy
g-enerale
lhal leads to rhc mode¡n world.

_

To fheir own bubbles,..
Frozsn in fhe past, thess icons come to life in the viewe¡,s gaze,

The viewer brings
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for Dickens as for pagis, Venice in the mâqic of her
is ¡he ce¡lral topos of weirern tit.rurur. unã u'ri*øo"lr"
:^"lT:9i",ioir
rormodcrn c¡[y- On ils stage opposites encounter
each other

As the stage sets on an olden play
The palaces will sÌowly sway

-

transcendent homelessness

City

of

Like Pagis, Dickens then takes us out of vital Venice to the depressed
city.dominated by foreign occupiers, especially the Austrians, who

dominate rhe San Marco evenings. That dozing world figures throushout
Dickens description of northern ltaty. For contemporary-read ers piitures
from ltaly perhaps hints at lhe discontents and nationatisi stinings that will
generate a revolutionary uprising in 184g and Mazzini's
and Garibaldi,s
successful programme ofltalian unification and Risorgimento two
decâdos

lâter. Unlike Pagis, Dickens the Victorian has ìrot accepted exile
uncondilionally as a determining condition of modern life. Tire erea@st
practitionor of the English novel wirh irs overar.ching theïe
of

and mythic

¡e** p.";ii;ìi""i*'üi"ä"u"*

L:_"ï?
ln"I and
"ltturat
ljrry
o¡ Lonoon
rts Venctian mysþry. So too the pilgrimJ
Dickens, and
his co'espondent Forster, exuberânt reporrer and
caiefil li.r"n"r, inuu¿"d
by the, magnificence of Venice. They recognise
i" ,irl, ïiin' i"""¿"¿
by reñrgees and exiles, a home could u""-u¿"

t"*
out'ài'i.,ä'äiri."
surpassing all others. Thus at the heart of rhis
tf,"rt -""oi'"ìË
'¡"rää _¿
homelessness, Venice generares whar Will
W"if, lãfl, "
ø.
home" rhat is rhrcaded rh¡ouph Dickens's *ork.
ilr;;;_
i"äLåii
that underlines
condition.

Dickens's insights into the contradictions of our
",,y
modern

As Vivaldi,s children ply their bows, cases
open for coins, the bronze Coldoni leans
on his cane âbove the Çommedia
of Rialto crowds, a ciry that pâsses
and passes. Masks smirk l"rom every third
window, forged passpoÍs of the he;rt,

IfVenice changes us, ir's

as a

thirst

that carì't be quenched, a thread that tangles
etymologies, whete the sea insists
on the fundamenlal and the so oponego
tunnels ro new light. In onc yelloi campo
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shaped like a badge, walling in and walling
out are balanced on wooden pilings
a thousand yeals old, allegedly
immune ro decay, Creen shutters ate closed
to eyes and aftemoon, and muffle what
the cantor invokes on the highest floor
where prayers rise like heal or are scrawled
and dropped, frail boats on the boùnda¡y canal,
Across the stone pavement, soccer balls spin
belween boys carcful to avoid the shrine
where Auschwitz is whispered

under a marble tally ofdeportees,
And still the hidden Jew defies all counrs.
The ¡abbi bì.¡rnt his list ofcongregants
and swallowed poison, allowiog time
for most to escape to new identitids.
Su¡vivors in the Heb¡ew Cale Home toss
and tum against Adriatic swelter
as the fan intones'?aruch, Baruclt,',
This Ghetto ofconfinement has becomc
a place ofhaven, here, where language blends
into babble, and babble, for an instant,
rings clear. Along a nanow chuto called
Calle del Fomo, impâde cakes reward
a taste fot exìle, a hunger for home.
(Wells "A Walk to the Ghetto: Venice, 2006")
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